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Abstract— General-synchronous circuits have a better perfor-
mance compared to a complete-synchronous circuit. The perfor-
mance of them is expected to be further improved by allowing
speculative execution. In this paper, a high performance general-
synchronous circuits with speculative execution is realized as a
variable latency circuit by adopting error-detection and correc-
tion mechanism. In our proposed method, a circuit is designed
by combining clock scheduling, delay insertion, and speculation
effectively. In experiments, we confirmed that 6.7% performance
improvement is achieved compared to a general-synchronous cir-
cuit with fixed latency.

I. Introduction

Most of digital circuits nowadays are designed as clock syn-

chronous circuits with global clocks. In a typical clock syn-

chronous circuit implementation, a global clock is designed to

be inputted to every flip-flop simultaneously, and every prim-

itive computation is executed in one clock cycle. In such

implementation, the performance of a circuit depends on the

clock period, and the maximum delay of primitive computa-

tions gives a lower bound of the clock period. Therefore, in

order to maximize the performance of a circuit, the reduction

of the maximum delay of primitive computations is pursued if

primitive computations executed in one clock cycle are given

as input [1].

In this paper, we expand the concept of general-synchronous

circuit [2, 3, 4, 5] to handle speculative execution of a primi-

tive computation. In general-synchronous circuit, the clock is

assumed to be distributed periodically to each individual reg-

ister though is not necessarily to all the registers simultane-

ously. Performance improvement methods [3, 4, 5] in general-

synchronous circuit proposed so far do not take speculative

execution of primitive computation into account. By allowing

speculative execution in general-synchronous circuit, a smaller

clock period of circuit is allowed. Even though the number of

clock cycles required to finish computations is increased, the

performance is expected to be improved by adopting an appro-

priate clock period.

Delay insertion [3, 4] is a remarkable performance im-

provement method of general-synchronous circuit. In general-

synchronous circuit, the increase of the minimum delay be-

tween registers leads to the clock period minimization. Even

though we do not consider the detailed delay insertion meth-

ods, the delay insertion will be realized by replacing a large

module with a small module synthesized under looser delay

constraints, by using smaller transistors and narrower wires,

and by deleting buffers from long interconnects, as well as by

inserting buffers to short interconnects.

Variable latency circuit [6, 7, 8, 9] in which each primi-

tive computation is not done in fixed latency has potential to

ease the constraints which limit the clock period minimiza-

tion and to improve the circuit performance remarkably. A dy-

namic timing error detection/correction mechanism [9], which

is a implementation of variable latency circuit, enables a cir-

cuit works correctly under assumption of a timing-error occur-

rence. Using this mechanism, a circuit with a minimized clock

period executes its primitive computation speculatively. When

it detects a timing-error, a time for error correction is required.

Therefore, the performance of a circuit using the mechanism

depends on the timing-error rate.

In this paper, we propose a performance improvement

method of general-synchronous circuits using the vari-

able latency technique. The dynamic timing-error detec-

tion/correction mechanism is used as a variable latency tech-

nique. Delay insertion method is also used for a timing-error

reduction. In the evaluation, we show the performance im-

provement of a circuit by gate level simulation.

II. Limitation of the minimum clock period of

general-synchronous circuit

A. General-synchronous circuit

In this paper, we consider a circuit consisting of registers

and gates, and wires connecting them. We refer to them as

elements. A circuit is represented by the graph G = (Vg, Eg),

where Vg is the vertex set corresponding to elements in the

circuit and Eg is the directed edge set corresponding to signal

propagation in the circuit. In this paper, we assume that the

maximum delay of each element is equal to its minimum delay.

Let d(v) be the weight of v ∈ Vg which corresponds to the delay
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Fig. 1. An example of a circuit G.
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Fig. 2. The constraint graph H(G) of the circuit G.

of corresponding element. Let Vr be a register set. Necessarily,

the register set is a subset of Vg.

Fig. 1 shows an example of a circuit. In Fig. 1, {r0, r1, r2, r3}
is the register set, and the figure in each vertex except regis-

ters represents its weight. In general-synchronous circuit, the

clock arrival timing of a register may be different from other

registers. The clock timing S (r) of a register r is defined as

the difference in clock arrival time between r and an arbitrary

chosen reference register. Moreover, the set of clock timing of

all the registers S is called clock schedule.

A circuit works correctly with a clock period T if the fol-

lowing two types of constraints are satisfied for every register

pair with signal propagation’s [10].

Setup Constraint

S (u) − S (v) ≤ T − Dmax(u, v) (1)

Hold Constraint

S (v) − S (u) ≤ Dmin(u, v) (2)

where Dmax(u, v) is the maximum delay and Dmin(u, v) is the

minimum delay from a register u to v.

Since a clock ticks all the register simultaneously in

complete-synchronous circuit, the clock period must be larger

than or equal to the maximum delay between registers. On the

other hand, in general-synchronous circuit, circuits can work

correctly with the clock period which is smaller than the maxi-

mum delay between registers, if all the register pair with signal

path satisfies two types of constraints.

A constraint graph can be defined from a given circuit. The

constraint graph H(G) = (Vr, Er) for the circuit G is shown in
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Fig. 3. An example of a circuit G1. Delay element i is inserted to the circuit

G.
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Fig. 4. The constraint graph H(G1) of the circuit G1.

Fig. 2. Where vertex set Vr corresponds to registers in G and

directed edge set Er corresponds to two types of constraints [2,

11]. In the constraint graph, a register pair is connected by two

edges. One is an edge corresponds to the hold constraint (a

dotted arrow in the graph) and the other is an edge corresponds

to the setup constraint (a solid arrow in the graph).

Let TS (G) be the minimum clock period of a general-

synchronous circuit G under the assumption that the clock can

be inputted to each register at an arbitrary designated timing.

Hereafter, we simply call TS (G) the minimum clock period of

G. TS (G) is determined by the constraint graph H(G). Let the

weight of a directed cycle in H(G) be the sum of edge weights

on the directed cycle. It is known that the minimum clock pe-

riod TS (G) is the smallest clock period such that there is no

cycle with negative weight in the constraint graph H(G).

In the example of the constraint graph H(G), the clock pe-

riod that satisfies all the cycles in H(G) do not have negative

weight is 9. The weight of the directed cycle (r1, r0, r2, r1) is

negative when the clock period is less than 9. Then the mini-

mum clock period TS (G) in the example is 9.

B. Limitation of the minimum clock period of general-

synchronous circuit

Here, we consider the limitation of the minimum clock pe-

riod of general-synchronous circuit which clock period is re-

duced by delay insertion [4]. Fig. 3 shows a circuit G1 in which

a delay element i is inserted on the path from r0 to r2 of the cir-

cuit G. The weight of the delay element is 6. Fig. 4 shows

the constraint graph H(G1) for the circuit G1. By delay inser-
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Fig. 5. Examples of a cycle consisting of setup constraint edges.

tion, the weight of the hold constraint edge between r0 and r2

changes from 6 to 12.

In the example of the circuit G, the minimum clock period is

limited by the directed cycle (r1, r0, r2, r1). In the graph H(G1),

the weight of the hold constraint edge (r0, r2) is 12 and the

clock period expected from the directed cycle (r1, r0, r2, r1) is

6. In this way, when the minimum clock period of a general-

synchronous circuit is limited by a directed cycle including a

hold constraint edge, the limitation to the clock period can be

relaxed by delay insertion to the edge.

The minimum clock period of the circuit G1 is 7 which is

limited by the directed cycle (r0, r3, r2, r1, r0). The cycle is

composed without including a hold constraint edge. When the

minimum clock period of a general-synchronous circuit is lim-

ited by a cycle which is not including a setup constraint edge

such as examples in Fig. 5, delay insertion has no effect to

reduce the clock period of the circuit. Therefore, there is a

theoretical limitation of clock period minimization of general-

synchronous circuit under the assumption that a timing-error

does not occur in the circuits.

III. General-synchronous circuit with variable latency

technique

Here, we propose a general-synchronous circuit using vari-

able latency technique. The dynamic timing-error detec-

tion/correction mechanism [9] is used to realize a variable la-

tency circuit. Using this mechanism, we aim to achieve the

performance improvement of a general-synchronous circuit by

running it under a small clock period which is assumed to oc-

cur a timing-error.

A. Variable latency technique using dynamic timing-error

detection

The latency of a circuit is the time required to generate the

outputs after the inputs are given. Generally the clock period of

a circuit is determined by it. Dynamic timing-error detection

mechanism changes the latency according to the time required

to generate the output signals. Using this mechanism, circuits

work correctly with a clock period which is smaller than the

maximum latency of the circuits. If no timing-error is detected,

circuits with this mechanism runs correctly. When a timing

error is detected, the wrong values has to be corrected by the

mechanism to keep circuits work correctly.

spFF

cfFF

diff

error

logic

	ehFF

		

logic
		

clock

Speculative FF Error detection circuit

lin din

(lout)

dout

Fig. 6. Implementation of the dynamic timing-error detection/correction

mechanism.
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Fig. 7. A timing chart in the case of timing-error.

Fig. 6 shows the overview of the implementation of dynamic

timing-error detection/correction mechanism. In this imple-

mentation, a conventional deterministic flip-flop is replaced

by a speculative flip-flop. A speculative flip-flop contains two

conventional deterministic flip-flops, called spFF and cfFF. A

timing-error caused at spFF is allowed, while no timing-error

is allowed at cfFF. The value stored at spFF is erroneous but

is available earlier. While, the value stored at cfFF is error-

less but is available later. The values stored at spFF is used as

an “output” signal of this circuit, and the following primitive

computations start earlier.

A timing-error is detected by comparing the values of stored

at spFF and cfFF in the error detection circuit. The result of the

comparison is stored at ehFF and the flip-flop controls the error

correction process. When ehFF outputs a error signal, all of

deterministic flip-flops stop updating their state by gating the

clock signal supply for one clock cycle. In the speculative FFs,

the value at the spFF is replaced by the value at the cfFF while

stopping deterministic flip-flops. Then, the circuit returns to

execute its primitive computations from the next clock cycle.

Fig. 7 shows a timing chart that indicates a behavior of timing-

error detection/correction of the circuit.
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Fig. 8. A circuit Gsp using variable latency technique.
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Fig. 9. The constraint graph H(Gsp) of the circuit Gsp.

B. Clock period reduction of general-synchronous circuit us-

ing variable latency technique

Here, general-synchronous circuit using variable latency

technique that we propose is explained. Using our proposed

method, the clock period of a circuit can be reduced smaller

than the minimum clock period of the general-synchronous cir-

cuit. Reducing the clock period enables a circuit works faster.

However, possibility of timing-error occurrence will increase.

We aim to achieve performance improvement of a circuit con-

sidering the performance trade-off between clock period and

timing error rate.

A circuit Gsp shown in Fig. 8 is a general-synchronous cir-

cuit using variable latency technique. The circuit Gsp is imple-

mented by applying the variable latency technique to the circuit

G1 shown in Fig. 3. The register r1 in the circuit G1 is replaced

by rsp and rcf for dynamic timing-error detection. Note that the

figure shows only the speculative FF and the error detection

circuit is omitted.

Fig. 9 shows the constraint graph H(Gsp) of the circuit Gsp.

The register r0 and the register rsp are wired in the circuit.

However there is no constraints between them because the reg-

ister rsp updates the state speculatively. On the other hand,

the register rsp and the register r2 are required to satisfy the

constraints. Also the register r0 and the register rcf are re-

quired to satisfy the constraints. Considering the timing con-

straint between the register rcf and the register rsp, the weight

of the setup constraint edge between them is set to be T and the

weight of the hold constraint edge between them is set to be 0.

In the constraint graph H(G1) shown in Fig. 4, the cy-

cle which determines the minimum clock period is the cycle

(r0, r3, r2, r1, r0). By introducing the speculative FF as the al-

ternative of the register r1, the constraint is relaxed to use a

smaller clock period than the minimum clock period of G1.

The total weights of the cycle (r0, r3, r2, rsp, rcf, r0) in H(Gsp)

is larger than the total weights of the cycle (r0, r3, r2, r1, r0) in

H(G1) under the same T . That is, a smaller clock period can

be set in the circuit Gsp than the circuit G1.

C. Timing constraint

For using the variable latency technique in a general-

synchronous circuit, Two new constraints for the error detec-

tion/correction mechanism are required in addition to the setup

constraint and the hold constraint. They are Error signal con-
straint and Clock gating constraint. Error signal constraint is

the constraint required to put together the set of outputs from

spFFs and cfFFs into a ehFF. Clock gating constraint is the

constraint required to handle the clock supply when an error is

detected.

Let Fnr be the set of deterministic flip-flops, Fsp be the set

of sfFFs, and Fcf is the set of cfFF. Dmax(u, v) is the maxi-

mum delay and Dmin(u, v) is the minimum delay from a reg-

ister u to v. S (.) is the clock scheduling of a register. A

general-synchronous circuit using variable latency technique

works correctly with a clock period T if the following con-

straints are satisfied for every register pair with signal propa-

gation.

Normal constraints
Pnormal = {(u, v)|u ∈ Fnr ∪ Fsp, v ∈ Fnr ∪ Fc f }

∀(u, v) ∈ Pnormal,

S (u) − S (v) ≤ T − Dmax(u, v)

S (v) − S (u) ≤ Dmin(u, v)

Error signal constraint

∀w ∈ Fsp ∪ Fc f ,

S (w) − S (ehFF) ≤ −Dmax(w, ehFF)

S (ehFF) − S (w) ≤ T + Dmin(w, ehFF)

Clock gating constraint

∀x ∈ Fnr ∪ Fc f ,

S (x) ≤ S (ehFF) ≤ T + S (x)

IV. Evaluation

A. Methodology

Here, we show the performance of general-synchronous cir-

cuit using variable latency technique. For evaluations, we im-

plement a 5-stage pipelined processor of MIPS I instruction

set as a general-synchronous circuit with variable latency tech-

nique. The performance of the circuit is measured by gate level

simulation while executing some applications on the processor.
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Fig. 10. Effective clock period and timing error rate.

We implemented the processor in Verilog HDL and synthe-

size it by Synopsys Design Compiler version I-2013.12-SP5

using ROHM 0.18 μm standard cell library. For the gate level

simulation, we use Synopsys VCS version I-2014.03-SP1-5.

Note that the wire delay is not considered in this simulation.

The performance of the circuit is measured by the executing

time of application programs on it. As benchmark applica-

tions, we use “Bubble Sort”, “Quick Sort”, “Eight Queens”,

“Towers of Hanoi”, “Puzzle”, and “Permutations” included in

Stanford Integer Benchmark Suite [12]. The compiler for the

application compilation is GCC version 4.3.3 with optimiza-

tion option O2.

General-synchronous circuit requires to schedule the clock

arrival timing to the registers in the circuit. We use a schedul-

ing algorithm proposed in the paper [5].

B. Performance

In a variable latency circuit, the primitive computations of

the circuit is stalled during the error correction process. There-

fore, the performance of the circuit depends on the clock period

and timing-error rate. To compare the performance of variable

latency circuits, we introduce a metric called Effective clock
period (Teff). We call the clock period used for a circuit run-

ning as Working clock period for easy understanding. Teff is

defined as below:

Teff = T (1 + error rate) (3)

Where T is the working clock period and error rate is a

timing-error rate of the circuit.

According to the synthesis report, the minimum working

clock period of the processor as a general-synchronous circuit

without using variable latency technique is 5.34 ns. We call

this circuit as Gorg. Delay elements are inserted appropriately

not to limit the working clock period by a cycle including hold

constraint edge. Therefore, the working clock period 5.34 ns

is the smallest minimum working clock period of the proces-

sor available as a general-synchronous circuit without variable

latency technique.

As a general-synchronous circuit using variable latency

technique, we implemented 14 variations of the processor

which were given different working clock period. The work-

ing clock period of the processors is set from 5.28 ns to 4.76 ns

in decrements of 0.04 ns. For each implementation, we intro-

duce speculative FFs and error correction mechanisms. Delay

elements are also inserted appropriately. The smallest working

clock period, it is 4.76 ns, is 10.8% smaller than the minimum

working clock period of the Gorg.

We compare the application performance of Gorg and the 14

implementations. Fig. 10 shows the average effective clock pe-

riod and the average timing-error rate for the six applications.

Y-axes are the effective clock period and the timing-error rate.

The results are average value for six applications. The result

shows that the error rate increases by decreasing the working

clock period. The effective clock period is saturated around

5.00 ns. The implementation with working clock period 4.88

ns achieves highest performance and its effective clock period

is 5.00 ns. Comparing to the minimum working clock period

of Gorg, it achieves 6.7% performance improvement.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we expanded general-synchronous circuit to

improve the performance of circuits. By allowing a timing-

error occurrence in general-synchronous circuit, circuits en-

ables to work with a smaller clock period than the limited

clock period. We used the dynamic-error detection/correction

method for variable latency technique. From the evaluation

using a 5-stage pipelined processor, we confirmed that the

effective performance of our proposal improvement 6.7% in

compared to the performance of a general-synchronous circuit

without using variable latency technique.
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